In veterinary medicine, antimicrobial stewardship refers to the commitment by veterinarians and animal caretakers to preserve the effectiveness of antimicrobials without risking the health and welfare of animals or harming public or environmental health. Antimicrobial stewardship includes providing systems of care to reduce the incidence of common diseases, making evidence-based decisions about the use of antimicrobial drugs, and using antimicrobials judiciously, with ongoing evaluation of the outcomes of use and consideration for animal caretakers’ available resources.

The concept of antibiosis (ie, the use of substances derived from one living organism to kill another) is as old as antiquity. However, the antimicrobial era only began in earnest in the early days of World War II, and the concept of antimicrobial stewardship is nearly as old. The first volume in the USDA’s “Yearbook of Agriculture” series to mention the use of antimicrobials to treat animal diseases was published in 1947 and included statements illustrating early recognition of the importance of antimicrobial stewardship. For example, the authors stated that “[o]f course, the sulfa drugs and penicillin, like all new...
drugs, should be used only as prescribed by a veterinarian; their indiscriminate use may be wasteful and actually harmful to the animal patients.

Less than a decade later, Jones wrote that “[a] disturbing and increasingly dangerous practice of giving antibiotics promiscuously for almost any and all kinds of sickness has become increasingly common in recent years when many antibiotics became generally available. Some susceptible strains of disease-producing bacteria, especially staphylococci, may develop a total resistance because the antibiotics are improperly used. It has become apparent that when an antibiotic is used promiscuously in any given community or hospital, resistant strains of staphylococci bacteria can be found in a significant portion of the animal or human population.” However, he also stated that “no patient should be deprived of the benefit of antibiotic therapy solely because of the fear of inducing resistance in the disease germ.”

Recently, the AVMA defined antimicrobial stewardship as “the actions veterinarians take individually and as a profession to preserve the effectiveness and availability of antimicrobial drugs through conscientious oversight and responsible medical decision-making while safeguarding animal, public, and environmental health.” The AVMA identified 5 core principles of antimicrobial stewardship in veterinary medicine:

- Commit to stewardship.
- Advocate for a system of care to prevent common diseases.
- Select and use antimicrobial drugs judiciously.
- Evaluate antimicrobial drug use practices.
- Educate and build expertise.

Central to antimicrobial stewardship is the role veterinarians play in helping animal caretakers maintain systems of husbandry that avoid common infectious diseases, thereby reducing reliance on the use of antimicrobials to maintain animal health. At times, however, therapeutic use of antimicrobials is essential for the prevention, control, or treatment of disease. However, the lack of clear definitions of the terms “prevention,” “control,” and “treatment” have led to misunderstandings and confusion about therapeutic intent when using antimicrobials.

Recent state and federal legislative actions and current recommendations from the World Health Organization seem to suggest that when it comes to antimicrobial stewardship, use of antimicrobials for prevention, control, or treatment of disease can be ranked in order of appropriateness, which in turn has led, in some instances, to attempts to limit or specifically oppose the routine use of medically important antimicrobials (ie, antimicrobials that are the same as or closely related to antimicrobials important for treatment of human diseases) for prevention of disease. For example, a California law that became effective in January 2018 defines antimicrobial stewardship as a “commitment to … use medically important antimicrobial drugs only when necessary to treat, control, and, in some cases, prevent disease.”

Similarly, a 2017 Maryland law provides that medically important antimicrobials can be used in cattle, swine, or poultry only for the treatment of disease, to control the spread of disease or infection, or when performing a surgical or medical procedure. However, the legislation also allows for the use of medically important antimicrobials if a licensed veterinarian judges the use necessary to address a high risk that animals will contract a particular disease or infection. Thus, this law seems to support the use of medically important antimicrobials for treatment or control of disease but causes confusion about the use of these drugs for the prevention of disease, except possibly in individual animals at high risk of infection.

In the same vein, the World Health Organization recommends that farmers stop routinely using medically important antibiotics to prevent disease in healthy animals. Also, a proposed amendment to the federal Food Drug and Cosmetic Act would allow the use of medically important antimicrobials only for the treatment of animals with documented disease or for nonroutine disease control.

The sense one gets from these laws and recommendations is that the quality of antimicrobial stewardship can be evaluated on the basis of the therapeutic intent of the use (ie, whether the purpose is to prevent, control, or treat disease), such that treatment of individual animals with clinical disease represents good stewardship whereas use for the prevention of disease may not. Further, it seems that this ranking represents concerns about treating animals that are not yet exhibiting clinical signs of disease.

In contrast, the AVMA Committee on Antimicrobials believes that attempts to judge antimicrobial stewardship on the basis of therapeutic intent (ie, prevention vs control vs treatment) are misguided. Rather, we hold that antimicrobial stewardship should be evaluated on the basis of the decisions made to justify use of antimicrobials in the first place and the actions taken to maintain their effectiveness when they are used.

Thus, we believe that strategic uses of antimicrobials for prevention, control, or treatment of disease may each comply with the principles of antimicrobial stewardship. That said, we do not defend every use of antimicrobials for prevention, control, or treatment of disease, because some uses of antimicrobials, regardless of whether for prevention, control, or treatment, fail to meet stewardship guidelines. Also, important approaches to disease prevention, control, and treatment that do not involve antimicrobial use should be taken into consideration.

Misunderstandings about whether specific examples of antimicrobial use comply with the principles of antimicrobial stewardship may originate from confusion regarding the underlying therapeutic intent. For example, administration of antimicrobials in animal feed, versus by some other route of administra-
tion, may be considered to not comply with the principles of antimicrobial stewardship because of a belief that the intent of putting antimicrobials in feed is growth promotion. The practice of feeding medically important antimicrobials for growth promotion has not been legal in the United States since January 2017. However, medically important antimicrobials can be delivered in feed, according to label directions, under the order of a veterinarian, if the intent is to prevent, control, or treat a disease.

Similarly, administering antimicrobials to animals that do not currently have any clinical signs of disease might be considered the same as giving antimicrobials to healthy animals and, thus, not compliant with the principles of antimicrobial stewardship. However, this reasoning fails to recognize important distinctions between clinically evident disease, subclinical disease, and the incubation period of infection. In practice, we almost never know the infection status of individuals and cannot reliably identify all potential sources of exposure or routes of transmission. However, we often can recognize those combinations of factors that cumulatively present a reasonable risk that infection will be transmitted or disease will occur. Thus, administration of antimicrobials to animals that do not currently have clinical signs of disease may comply with the principles of antimicrobial stewardship if there is reason to believe that the animals are at risk of becoming infected, are incubating an infection, or have subclinical infection that may be transmitted to others.

In some animals, such as honeybees and catfish, it is not possible to treat only the individual animals with clinical signs of disease. In other animals, such as swine and poultry, it may not be feasible to treat only diseased individual animals. For these and other production systems, antimicrobials must be delivered to the entire group of animals.

It is important that veterinarians and animal caretakers are clear about the reasons they are administering antimicrobials to animals in their care. Concise definitions of prevention, control, and treatment of individuals and populations are necessary to avoid confusion and to help veterinarians clearly communicate their intentions when prescribing or recommending antimicrobial use.

**Defining Prevention, Control, and Treatment of Disease**

**Disease treatment**

Treatment is defined as the management and care of a patient for the purpose of combatting a disease or disorder. The use of antimicrobials to treat bacterial diseases implies that pathogenic organisms have infected tissue and are causing a disease process that can be recognized on the basis of history, physical examination findings, or results of diagnostic testing. For practical purposes, antimicrobial treatment refers to the administration of antimicrobials to individuals with clinical or diagnostic evidence of infection.

**Disease prevention**

Prevention of disease has been defined in various ways, with some authors classifying disease prevention as primary, secondary, or tertiary. Primary prevention refers to actions that modify conditions of the environment (eg, providing proper nutrition and alleviating stress) to promote health or that specifically improve the protection of individuals or groups from disease (eg, immunization and sanitation). Secondary prevention refers to early detection and treatment of disease prior to development of clinical signs to promote a cure, slow disease progression, prevent severe sequelae, or minimize risk for transmission of the disease agent. On a population basis, secondary prevention through early treatment of infected individuals may protect other animals from exposure to the disease agent. Finally, tertiary prevention refers to those actions that limit the extent of damage after disease has already occurred.

By these definitions, the use of antimicrobials for disease prevention is conceptually aligned with secondary prevention at the individual or population level. However, these classifications do not account for the prophylactic use of antimicrobials when infection is anticipated but has not yet occurred.

Others have defined disease prevention as the actions taken to exclude infectious diseases from individuals or populations. This implies that the disease process has not yet been established in individuals or the population. In terms of the therapeutic use of antimicrobials, the FDA defines disease prevention as the administration of an antimicrobial to animals, none of which are exhibiting clinical signs of disease, in a situation where disease is likely to occur if the drug is not administered.

The use of antimicrobials for disease prevention is often referred to as prophylaxis to distinguish it from other methods of disease prevention, such as vaccination. Antimicrobials have been used to prevent infection in a variety of settings on the assumption that, if a drug is effective at eliminating established infections, then it should also be effective at discouraging infections from becoming established in the first place. Thus, antimicrobials might be used prophylactically for the following purposes:

- To protect individuals or populations against invasion by specific bacteria to which they have been or are likely to be exposed.
- To prevent secondary bacterial infection in individuals with other conditions (eg, viral infection or immunosuppressive conditions) that may make those individuals more susceptible to infection.
- To inhibit the spread of localized infections within an individual.
- To prevent infection in individuals with accidental or surgical trauma.
The prophylactic use of antimicrobials is not effective in all clinical settings and, in some instances, may harm individual animals (eg, when antimicrobial use results in superinfection) or cause collective harm to the population (eg, when antimicrobial use selects for antimicrobial-resistant bacteria). On the other hand, the strategic use of antimicrobials for prophylaxis may be the most prudent approach in situations where timely use of antimicrobials eliminates infections that would be more difficult or impossible to treat once disease is established or that could become more widely spread among animals in a group in the absence of timely administration. Examples of prophylactic uses of antimicrobials include intramammary infusion of an antimicrobial in dairy cows at the end of the lactation period to prevent new infections and administration of an antimicrobial in any species in conjunction with dental procedures or orthopedic or gastrointestinal surgery.

**Disease control**

Control of disease refers to the actions taken to reduce the frequency of existing disease. In individual animals, disease control is conceptually analogous to tertiary disease prevention; that is, infection exists in the individual animal and actions are being taken to limit the extent of damage. More often, disease control refers to reducing the frequency of disease in a population. In this context, administration of antimicrobials to a group of animals to reduce the incidence of bacterial disease within the group, sometimes referred to as metaphylaxis, represents a type of disease control.

**The AVMA’s Definitions**

The US Government Accountability Office and, more recently, World Organisation for Animal Health (OIE) have developed definitions of antimicrobial uses for prevention, control, and treatment of disease (Appendix). However, these definitions do not fully distinguish between antimicrobial administration to individual animals versus groups of animals and are ambiguous about administration of antimicrobials to animals with evidence of disease other than observable clinical signs. This latter issue is important because not all bacterial infections result in obvious clinical signs, and disease might be diagnosed on the basis of evidence other than clinical signs, such as results of laboratory testing. Therefore, the AVMA Committee on Antimicrobials has recommended specific definitions of antimicrobial use for the prevention, control, and treatment of disease to the AVMA Board of Directors, which recently approved the definitions as AVMA policy.

**Antimicrobial use for disease prevention**

For individual animals, the AVMA defines antimicrobial use for disease prevention (ie, prophylaxis) as “administration of an antimicrobial to an individual animal to mitigate the risk for acquiring a disease or infection that is anticipated on the basis of history, clinical judgement, or epidemiological knowledge.”

To mitigate the risk for disease or infection within a group of animals, the AVMA defines antimicrobial use for disease prevention as “administration of an antimicrobial to a group of animals, none of which have evidence of disease or infection, when transmission of existing undiagnosed infections, or the introduction of pathogens, is anticipated based on history, clinical judgement or epidemiological knowledge.”

**Antimicrobial use for disease treatment**

For individual animals, the AVMA defines antimicrobial use for disease control (ie, metaphylaxis) as “administration of an antimicrobial to an individual animal with a subclinical infection to reduce the risk of the infection becoming clinically apparent, spreading to other tissues or organs, or being transmitted to other individuals.”

To prevent additional new cases of infectious disease within groups of animals, the AVMA defines antimicrobial use for disease control as administration of an antimicrobial “to reduce the incidence of infectious disease in a group of animals that already has some individuals with evidence of infectious disease or evidence of infection.”

**A Matter of Perspective**

It is difficult to use therapeutic intent to determine whether antimicrobial use in any particular situation complies with the principles of antimicrobial stewardship because whether the use represents treatment, control, or prevention depends, at least to some extent, on whether the intent is viewed from the perspective of individual animals or groups of animals. For example, the use of antimicrobials to control infectious disease in a population simultaneously includes administration of antimicrobials for treatment of individuals with clinical signs of the disease, control of infection in individuals with subclinical disease, and prevention of infection in individuals that have not yet acquired the infection.

Further, when antimicrobials are administered to a group of animals, the therapeutic intent for each individual in the group could be prevention, control, or treatment of disease. Consider, as a hypothetical example, a situation where several cows in a herd die...
of anthrax following an episode of flash flooding. A veterinarian could reasonably advise the herd owner to administer antimicrobials to all the remaining cattle in the herd, even though none of the cattle had died or developed clinical signs of anthrax, because the cattle had a similar risk for exposure to anthrax organisms as a result of the flooding. In this case, the veterinarian’s recommendation represents use of antimicrobials for disease prevention. In both herds, some cattle may already be incubating anthrax organisms, and antimicrobial administration for these individual animals represents disease treatment. For individual cattle that are not yet infected, however, antimicrobial administration represents disease prevention.

To continue the hypothetical scenario, if, over the next several days, other herds also experience cattle deaths because of anthrax, a regulatory veterinarian may recommend antimicrobial administration, perhaps in conjunction with vaccination, for other affected and unaffected herds to reduce the incidence of disease in the region. In this case, the regulatory veterinarian’s recommendation represents antimicrobial use for regional disease control. However, those herds in the region that had already had cattle die of anthrax are using antimicrobials for disease control, which includes both treatment and prevention for individual cattle. And, herds in the region that had not had any cattle die of anthrax are using antimicrobials for disease prevention.

For all of these antimicrobial uses, whether the therapeutic intent was disease treatment, control, or prevention depends on whether one views that use from the perspective of the individual cattle, the individual herds, or all herds in the region. Regardless, in this scenario, withholding antimicrobial use until clinical signs were observed would not be a responsible approach.

Conclusion

Since the dawn of the antimicrobial era, the health-care professions have recognized the critical importance of antimicrobial stewardship. The basis of antimicrobial stewardship is to preserve the effectiveness of antimicrobials for prevention, control, and treatment of bacterial diseases. Antimicrobial use practices are better evaluated on the basis of whether they comply with the principles of antimicrobial stewardship—specifically, whether decisions are based on optimizing therapeutic efficacy while minimizing the risk of antimicrobial resistance, not on the basis of whether the therapeutic intent of use is for the prevention, control, or treatment of disease.
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### Appendix
Definitions of antimicrobial uses for the prevention, control, and treatment of disease provided by the US Government Accountability Office (GAO) and the World Organisation for Animal Health (OIE).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Antimicrobial use</th>
<th>US GAO</th>
<th>OIE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Prevention</strong></td>
<td>Disease prevention: administered to a group of animals, none of which is exhibiting clinical signs of disease, in a situation where disease is likely to occur if the drug is not administered.</td>
<td>“To prevent”: means to administer an antimicrobial agent to an individual or a group of animals at risk of acquiring a specific infection or in a specific situation where infectious disease is likely to occur if the drug is not administered.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Control</strong></td>
<td>Disease control: administered to a group of animals when a proportion of the animals in the group exhibit clinical signs of disease.</td>
<td>“To control”: means to administer an antimicrobial agent to a group of animals containing sick animals and healthy animals (presumed to be infected), to minimize or resolve clinical signs and to prevent further spread of the disease.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Treatment</strong></td>
<td>Disease treatment: administered only to animals exhibiting clinical signs of disease.</td>
<td>“To treat”: means to administer an antimicrobial agent to an individual or a group of animals showing clinical signs of an infectious disease.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>